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Today’s discussion

• Introduction

• What we heard from you

• Change practices for CBD success

• Q&A

• Wrap up

• Takeaways
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Who is a PA?
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Source: Sharon Cameron



What we heard you want to walk away with

• How to get faculty to “want to” (especially with limited time and 
resources)

• How to manage people’s resistance and deal with denial

• How to help me change, be positive and enjoy the process
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What’s working well?

• Lining up/mapping EPAs to rotations

• My role is about the same except for 
CC prep

• Lots of training and education

• Increased evaluations

• Very engaged residents always 
sending feedback to improve

• Local PGME support 

• RC website and webinars

What are the biggest challenges?

• FD and engagement

• CC volume of work

• PA participation  - very slow to get real 
role (top heavy)

• Lack of funding, resources, time and 
people

• Off service rotations

• Multiple different systems, mixed 
messages

• Waiting to start
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Here’s what else we heard from you



The Change Curve

DENIAL

RESISTANCE

DISORIENTATION

COMMITMENT

EXPERIMENTATION

Source: Experience Point



The Stages of Commitment to Change

Feelings being felt

Awareness

Commitment

Support 

Understanding

Action 



Top strategies to help PAs and 
faculty “want to” change
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Change needs inspiring personal reason(s)
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There is no power for 
change greater than a 
community discovering 
what it cares about. 
- Meg Wheatley



Examples of reasons from PDs
• Resident empowerment

• Residents take charge of their learning and also get support

• Earlier identification of residents in difficulty

• Better resident assessment due to increased low stakes observation and timely 

coaching and feedback

• Assurance that residents are safe/ready for practice

• Clear understanding of expectations for faculty and residents

• Promotion or acceleration that is competency-based

• Easy assessment tools

• Better for patient safety

• This makes explicit what you are already doing on your best day
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Know Your Role: PA role in CBD

• Talk to your PD

• Talk to others PAs (especially those with CBME experience)

• Find/join/create  team for your program

• Find support (PGME office/CBME team)

• See PA checklist for CBME by Sharon Cameron, McMaster

• Specific strategies for 

• Awareness, Understanding, Gaining Commitment, Planning, Action
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Context matters



Assess where your faculty is at now
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4 Key Questions to consider:

• What do people understand about the 
need for CBD?

• What’s the reaction to CBD?

• To what extent do people believe you 
have what it takes to plan & implement 
CBD?

• What else have you heard?

Make your list:

• What do people support about 
CBD?

• What do they resist?

Validate & find out what people 
think.

Use these insights to plan your 
engagement activities.



Clues about where resistance is coming from
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Involve faculty early, avoid resistance
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What can faculty do: role and behaviours

What does it look like?

Make it Concrete and Specific.

Simplify - shrink & script the moves.

Identify new behaviours for faculty.

e.g., 3 min a day; 1 thing to improve; Observe, give feedback and record.

Start now to build habits

Don’t wait for final EPAs.

Involvement increases commitment. Trying it out is best involvement.
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How change usually spreads
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How to influence faculty

Robert Cialdini & Jeni Cross

https://www.amazon.ca/influence-Psychology-Robert-PhD-Cialdini/dp/006124189X
http://sociologyinfocus.com/2016/05/what-am-i-supposed-to-do-about-social-problems/


Make progress visible: social proof
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• Find the “bright spots” (champions)

• Enable them to share their stories of 
progress and learning

• Clone/copy/learn from what works 
and what doesn’t 

• Rally the herd – to help it spread



Learn and adjust as you go
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Get started: small steps, big change
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Improve your ability to change: 
joy & positivity
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Self

EnvironmentOther

» Mindset & beliefs

» Mindfulness 

» Self care

» Take a broader 
perspective

» Ability to reframe

» Be proactive

» Positive 
relationships & 
community

» Ability to 
influence

» Give and receive 
support



Mindfulness is a superpower: 
resources to build a daily habit
Download a mindfulness app

• Headspace, Insight timer, Box breathing, 
Happify, BrainHQ, 3 Good Things, The Mind 
of the Leader

Dr. Dan Siegel, Mindsight

• Body scan practice (Wheel of Awareness)

Search inside yourself 

• Book, course
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Summary of top change strategies
• Reasons to change (personalized) – One Size Does Not Fit All 

• Know your role and find your team

• Assess where your program is at now (context matters)

• Look at needs of your people

• Involve faculty early & identify specific roles and actions 

• Apply influence techniques to enlist faculty

• Get started and go for progress and not perfection

• Practice self care 
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Your questions and comments
Group dialogue
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Helpful References
• Lead the Change Module for PDs leading CBD by Royal College 

• NHS School for Change Agents 2019 (starting soon)

• Start with Why by Simon Sinek or How to Start a Movement by Derek Sivers

• Bronze Age Orientation Day (funny change video)

• Switch by Dan Heath (free short change videos)

• SCARF model by David Rock (article) & SCARF self-assessment

• How to Make Stress Your Friend by Kelly McGonigal TED Talk

• How our minds react to change, Pocket Full of Change, CBD Touchpoint, Royal College

• Three myths of behavioural change, Jeni Cross, TED talk
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http://www.royalcollege.ca/mssites/cbdpd/en/content/index.html#/
http://horizonsnhs.com/school/
https://www.startwithwhy.com/
https://www.ted.com/talks/derek_sivers_how_to_start_a_movement?language=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZ15vUjgqvw
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=dan+heath
http://www.your-brain-at-work.com/files/NLJ_SCARFUS.pdf
http://www.scarfsolutions.com/selfassessment.aspx
https://www.ted.com/talks/kelly_mcgonigal_how_to_make_stress_your_friend
http://www.royalcollege.ca/rcsite/publications/cbd-community-touchpoint-e#pocket-full-of-change
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l5d8GW6GdR0


royalcollege.ca  • collegeroyal.ca

rstcroix@royalcollege.ca
@rhondastcroix

mailto:rstcroix@royalcollege.ca


Backup slides
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Cohort roll-out
2017 2018 2019

• Otolaryngology – Head and Neck 
Surgery

• Anesthesiology

• Emergency Medicine

• Forensic Pathology

• Medical Oncology

• Nephrology

• Surgical Foundations

• Urology

• Critical Care Medicine

• Gastroenterology

• General Internal Medicine

• Geriatric Medicine

• Internal Medicine

• Rheumatology

• Radiation Oncology

• Cardiac Surgery

• Neurosurgery

• Obstetrics and Gynecology

• Anatomical Pathology

• General Pathology

July 1, 2019
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Growth Mindset 
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